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I. INITRODULrION

Mathematical models which accurately predict underwater sound propagation
loss fields surrounding a given sound source would be extremely valuable to
the Navy. Several such models have been developed, but their accuracy has not
been established. Project VASSEL XVI intends to compare the losses predicted
by a number of inodels to those observed in at-sea experiments.

The ultimate goal of the project is not the selection of one superior
model; rather it is to investigate the usefulness of several models, each
of which may be applicable for different purposes under various conditions.

This report is the first of the VASSEL XVI series and presents an analytic
conparison between propagation loss data obtained during the VASSEL XV/FIXWEX
exercise and losses predicted by a model developed and used by the Fleet
Numerical Weather Central (FLEUIMA EACEN).

Regardless of the degree of correspondence found between the model and the
data, the model will not be considered validated for general use. The propa-
gation loss measurements were made under controlled conditions but the geographical
area and environmental conditions were extremely limited throughout the experiment.
No information was obtained as to the applicability of the mode] under any other
circustance or in other areas.

This report is intended to:

1. Provide FINE JEACEN with a quantitative assessment of model
performance against a set of high quality experimental data.

2. Provide information on model effectiveness to potential users' of propagation loss predictions.

3. Indicate to those involved in designing at-sea experiments the
nature of sane unresolved problems which might warrant investigation.
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I. INRODUION

*Mathematical models which accurately predict underwater sound propagation
loss fields surrounding a given sound source would be extremely valuable to
the Navy. Several such models have been developed, but their accuracy has not
been established. Project VASSEL XVI intends to compare the losses predicted
by a nutber of models to those observed in at-sea experiments.

The ultimate goal of the project is not the selection of one superior
model; rather it is to investigate the usefulness of several models, each
of which may be applicable for different purposes under various conditions.

This report is the first of the VASSEL xV series and presents an analytic
comparison between propagation loss data obtained during the VASSEL XV/FIXWEX
exercise and losses predicted by a model developed and used by the Fleet
Numerical Weather Central (FLEU ACEN).

Regardless of the degree of correspondence found between the model and the
data, the model will not be considered validated for general use. The propa-
gation loss measurements were made under controlled conditions but the geographical
area and environmental conditions were extremely limited throughout the experiment.
No information was obtained as to the applicability of the model under any other
circunstance or in othier areas.

This report is intended to:

1. Provide FLEN[vMEACEN with a quantitative assessment of model
performance against a set of high quality experimental data.

2. Provide information on model effectiveness to potential users
of propagation loss predictions.

3. Indicate to those involved in designing at-sea experiments the
nature of same unresolved problems which might warrant investigation.
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II. 'EflODDIWGY

A. GFNEPAL. The various processes of gathering data at sea, performing
the acoustic processing, developing the propagation loss model, and comparing
results were accomplished under several different projects; VASSEL XVI only
involves the comparison. A complete explanation of the comparison requires
first a description of how the data were obtained and some explanation of how
the model operates even though this work was done by others and is not part
of the present study. Consequently, this section is sub-divided to provide
brief descriptions of associated work done previously and some of the work
done during this project.

B. DESCRIPTION OF VASSEL XV/FI.qEX EXERCISE.

While a detailed description of the VASSEL XV exercise is presented
in a separate report, a sumaxy of the exercise is provided here as back-
ground.

VASSEL XV was a joint effort of NADC, COMASWFOPPAC and LTV Research
Center. It was conducted during the period 28 April to 1 May 1968 in an
area southwest of Oahu, centered at approximately 200N, 161N. The exercise
involved an array of eight sonobuoys, the submarine USS SARGO (SSN-583), a
low frequency sound projector towed by the USS RADFORD (DD-446), and monitoring
aircraft from VP-28. The geometry of the array and the participants' tracks
are shown in Figure 1.

Five similar events were conducted; each consisting of one pass by
RADFORD towing the projector, and two passes by SARGO. A "pass' consisted of
a transit between buoys C and F (Figure 1). Every attempt was made to maintain
constant geometry throughout the exercise, with one exception. In four of the
five events the projector was towed at 300 feet depth and the submarine was at
400 feet depth. In the fifth event both submarine and projector were at 200 feet.

Acoustic data were recorded by VP aircraft using calibrated AN/SSQ-48
XN-2 sonobuoys and specially configured and calibrated Absolute Sound Pressure
Level (ASPL) panels. All sonobuoy signals were recorded continuously on magnetic
tape.

The source levels of the submarine and the projector were obtained in
subsequent measurements using the schooner FIESTA and the standard Navy PQ '-2
noise measuring set. The projector was found to be omnidirectional with a
source level of 89 db// 1 bar at 125 1Hz.

Detailed navigation logs were kept by all participants during the
experiment. Local time standard, V'hYA, was recorded on the magnetic tapes
simultaneously with the sonobuoy signals to enable correlation with source
position.

C. AOUSTIC DATA PROCESSING

Both submarine noise and projector signals were recorded in the air-
craft. Propagation loss measurenunts, however, were taken only from the
projector runs. This section briefly describes the processing of projector
recordings, by which measures of propagation loss were obtained.

(Oevetse side blanzk)
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The processing of recorded signals was done by the Ling-Teo-Vought
Research Center as a part of the VASSEL XV project arx a axuplete description
of the equim t and methods used. appears in that projc-t report.

-he basic ob;ecLie of the recorded signal analysis uzs to obtainmeasurc-mts of the propagticn loss as a fumction of range frmn the source.
T1he results of the analysis consist of to series of nuibers, each nunber
being the loss observed in a particular range interval frmn the source. In
one series the numzers are one minute averages and in the other the numbersare five minute roving window tpe averages. Incident to determining prooa-gaticn loss the signal to noise ratio in the signal band and the noise level
in adja-cent frequency bands were also obtained.

The processing procedure used both analog and digital techniques.Te raw data tanes were time ccapressed, edited, filtered and re-recorded.
The edited tapes contained one channel of signal plus noise, two channels
of noise in frequemcy bands adjacent to 125 liz and one channel of time
markers; and ement identification. The signal band was 2 Hz wide and thenoise bands were 1151z wide, centered at 10 Hz and 140 liz. The output
of the edited tanes was teterodyned to base band detected and saipled by an
11 bit analog to digital converter. The resulting power values for signal
plus noise and two noise channels were then recorded on digital tapes.

The digital records were read into an Ial 360/50 carputer which
perfored a number of adjustments, such as:

I. CM,.Mnsation for losses in analog processing.

2. CaTkensation for loss rate as a function of frequency (4.5 db/octave).
" Compensation for attenuation changes in receiver channels.

- - .ata were then transformed to 1 !1z reference levels and averaged
and five minute "moving window" periods. The signal to noise ratioin the signal band was calculated and finally the propagation loss was computed

fran:

P.L. = Source level (89 db) - Signal level [(SXi) B - NIB]

where:

(S+N) B = Signal plus noise pcxrer in signal band B

N, = Noise "-mr in 1 11z band

B = Signal band width (1.25 Hz)

No calculations of propagation loss were made if the signal to oise ratio
was less than 3 db,

The propagation losses were also averaged over one and five minute
moving windows and final output tapes were recorded. They contain:

L One and five minute noise averages at each sonobuoy.

2. Propagation loss about each buoy as a function of range and
averaged for one and five minutes.



3. Signal to noise ratio as a function of range about each buoy. Only
the five-minute averaged data were available for VASSEL XVI, so the remainder of
the report deals with five minute averages only.

D. P.ROPP"GTICM ISS I4"L

The propagation loss model now in use at FLENL 1IMC is the most
recent and most comnrehensive of a series that have been developed by that
comand. The present version was put into general use in October 1968.

The basic objective of the model is to calculate the sound propagation
loss at points in a field about a given source. It consists of a ccmputer
program %.hich accepts certain inputs concerning the situation to be modeled,
performs ray tracing and loss calculations, and tabulates the results as propa-
gation loss vs. range fron source.

For purposes of description, the propagation loss program may be
conveniently broken into a number of sequential steps. The first step is to
accept input data concerning the geametry of the situation and the characteristics
of the source, the medium and the boundaries. Having this data the program
then traces out the geometrical paths followed by approximately 100 representative
rays emanating from the source. The angular spacing of rays traced varies around
the source; the spacing normally used is shown in Table 1.

ANGE IrM1IRVAL SPACING

0.0 - 14.75 (degrees) 0.25 (degrees)

15.0 - 39.00 1.00

40.0 - 56.00 2.00

58.0 - 88.00 5.00

0 degrees = horizontal ray
+ 90 degrees = vertical ray

RAY ANGLE INTERVAI.S USED BY FLEt14'-AEtEN

TA1LE 1

At any pointon one of the rays, the propagation Icss from the source to
that point along the ray may be calculated as the result of absorption, spreading,
and reflection losses. The program computes and tabulates these losses at
intervals along each of the rays.

At this stage the program has traced rays and computed losses along
these rays. "11is does not mem, however, that the total propagation loss between
the source and all points in the field is known. For any point in the field
about the source there are several paths by which sound may propagate from the
source to the point. There is generally one direct path, one surface reflection,
one bottom reflection and ccaiinations of multiple surface and bottom reflections
which connect the source and the point. The total loss between the source and
the point is a ccmoination of the losses along each of the various acoustic patls.



t.lst points picked at random in the loss field do not lie on any of the
representative rays which were traced out, but lie between a pair of direct
rays, a pair of surface reflected rays, a pair of bottom reflected rays, and
so on. To determine the loss along an untraced direct ray, the program
interpolates between losses found for points on the two adjacent direct rays.
Interpolation is similarly used to get losses along the reflected rays. When
the losses along the various paths have been determined a total loss for the
given point is calculated. This total loss is less than the loss along any
single path.

The general objective of the program is to tabulate the predicted loss
at a receiver at a given depth as a function of horizontal range from the source.
For example, if the loss at half-mile intervals along the 100 foot depth level
is desired, the program selects points a half-mile apart at 100 foot depth and
computes the total loss from the source to each point.

The above program is analagous to having a sound projector in a fixed
location and measuring the loss to a receiver which is towed along at 100 feet.
A minor problem arises when the program results are to be compared to measure-
ments taken with a fixed receiver and a moving source. Initially, it appears
that a complete new ray trace must be made for each position of the source as
it is moved along. This difficulty is avoided, however, by reversing the
roles of the source and receiver in the model. In other words, if the
experiment requires a fixed receiver and a moving source, the oomputer program
is run as if the source were in the receivers position and vice versa. This
role reversal avoids having to run multiple ray traces for each new source
position. Justification for this procedure is the widely used reciprocity
relation Ohich holds that, given a source and receiver at fixed points, an
identical transmission loss will be observed between the two points if the
source and receiver are Interchanmed.

when the model is to be used to predict losses for a specific area
and time, it must receive certain information concerning the circumstances
to be simulated. The model requires the following input data:

* Source and receiver depths.

* Source frequency.

* Sound velocity profiles (SVP's), surface to bottom.

* Bottom depth and topography.

* Bottom roughness and reflectivity.

• Ray spacing to be used.

Prior to the input of the SVP's,each is fitted to a cubic curve. The
result is a smooth curve with no discontinuities in slope, thereby eliminating
false caustics which would occur at discontinuity points in a series of linear
segments. If the dimensions of the area of interest are large enough to include
two or more differing water columns, an appropriate velocity profile is introduced
for each, and linear interpolation between profiles is used to obtain a continuous
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field. I C BT drops have been wdade in the area to be simiulatcd, the velocity
profiles are corn,nited usir,,, the M' infonmation. Salinities are o ,tained
from climatological charts. For depJhs heyond the BT data climatology is
used to extend the profile to the sea floor.

iBotto:, depth and tope;raphy are obtaincd cither from measurement
during experimients or from the most accurate available charts of the area.
(Cenerallv, tile depth at each half-mile interval is specified to tle model.
iPepth data used during the VA,SEI N I m'odel runs are fro:i charts of the area.

$ottoimm roughness classes are obtained from 'iar inc (;eoJhs)'Sical Survey
lata .here available. T'Pe sea floor is divided into five rougthness classes
and bottom losses as a fimction of the r'reomency are obtained for each class by
analysis of the MGS data.

The progr iu output consists of three parts:

1. A specification section which identifies the run, the source and
receiver depths, and the frequency.

2. A tabulation of propagation loss at ever! horizontal half-mile
range from 0 to 125 miles. The losses are shown to the nearest .1 db.

3. A oraphic plot of the tabulated data showing the losses to the
nearest 1 db every one nautical mile fron 0 to 125 miles.

The computer tLme used for elements of the program is as follows:

Ray Trace - 3.5 hours per run (approximately)

Propagation Loss - .2 hours per run (approximately)

E. GEO.%7'RY OF EXPERIiT AND MODEL

The at-sea experiment was conducted with a particular geometrical
relationship between tne buoys, tne moving source, and the bottom terrain.
It was important that the model runs be based on the same geometry. In
setting up the model, the first step, as explained in Section D, was to
reverse the roles of the source and receiver, since the source was the moving
element. Thus, the program regarded each buoy as a source and predicted the
propagation loss that should be observed by a receiver towed along the
projector's track.

Figure 2 is a schematic vertical section of the experiment. Thie diagram
is out of scale to emphasize the influence of the irregular bottom on the
sound propagation paths. The buoys are designated A thru H. The line O-P
represents the path over which the projector was towed. Point 0, directly
below buoy C, and point P, directly below buoy F, are 40 miles apart.

Examination of the signal paths to each buoy revealed that signals
arriving at buoy A originated 75 to 115 miles away, signals at buoy B
originated 35 to 75 miles away and signals received at buoy C originated
0 to 40 miles away. Data from buoys A, B, and C were therefore three
independent, contiguous sets that covered an overall range of 0 to 115 miles
with one overlap in the 35 to 40 mile range. Similar, but not identical,
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results were obtained for buoys F, G and H.

It is important to keep the results from buoys A and ' separate,
even though they measure losses over the same range intcrval. Since the
bottom terrain was quitc different, about A and 11, the measured losses were
not Cx1)cte,l to be identical. !',( sa,e rcasonin- .as applied to buoy
pairs B - I; and C - F. Thus, data from buoys A, B, and C show losses
over the 0 to 115 mile range interval un slope from the source, and F, 6,
II show do1o.i slope losses over tile 0 to 11S mile interval. "T'he data
gathered at buoys D and 1: were not used in this report due to lack of
computer time to run ray traces and the over-lap with data from buoys C:
and F. Finally, the neasurenaent data consisted of six independent sets,
each set covering a particular 41 mile range interval from a particular
buoy. There were t,:o sets of measurements for each interval, hut they
Were not co:uhb inable.

"Pie above considerations dictated what model riws were to be made.
First, of course, it is not correct to make one ray trace and produce one
loss curve to represent the entire area. Rather, a trace ..as made about
each buoy and the appropriate 40 mile segment of the model loss curve was
used for coimparison .i th the measurcd results.

1F. CO'IPARISOM M-!I1rlID.GY

ne of the primary objects of this project is to investigate the
degree of agreement between model predictions and observed propagation
loss measurements. rxperimental results show, however, that measurements
repeated under similar conditions vary significantly and do not produce
an, unique data set that can he considered tile "true" loss. 'lius, at
any particular range several values exist for measured loss and the first
problem %as deciding -:hich the model should agree with. Having decided what
the model should agree with, it was necessary to decide under i.:hat condition-
agreement did or did not exist. 11in, the final step was to separate the
differences between the model and the observed data into meaningful
components. It is in doing this that we hope to derive the most significant
insights into the problem.

At this point, it ill be helpful to discuss some broad aspects of
the process of taking physical measurements. The ideas are quite elementary,
but they have a crucial bearing on how the comparison should be made and on
what conclusions we may draw,.

First, as a matter of definition, both the model and the measurement
process involve several "controlled" and "uncontrolled" variables. In the
model context, the controlled variables are those for which specific values
are input to the model. These include: the source - receiver geometry;
the sound velocity profile; the bottm topography; the bottom roughness and
reflection coefficients. The uncontrolled variables are those for which
some average or random value is asstsed, or those which arc disregarded
entirely. These include: the phase relationship of multipath arrivals;
scattering due to small objects sudh as fish; variation of the water mass
due to currents and other transitory effects.



In the experimental context, the controlled variables are those which
are held constant or permitted only limited variation. Ideally, controlled
variablcsarc constant and measureable throughout an experiment. In this
experimcnt the source - receive-r geometry, the sound velocity profile, and
the shape and physical claracteristics of the boundaries are all considered
controlled variables. 'fle~ uncontrolled variables are similar to those
assrned for the model.

.lhen measurements are made under !'constant conditions" this means
only that the controlled variables should remain constant. The uncontrolled
variables are permitted to var, as they will. We note, however, that during
any particular single ,measurement the uncontrolled variables assune a single
set of particular values, which may or may not represent their average value.
During the next measuregient they assnine a new set. In a .ell conducted
experiment, it is only the variation of the uncontrolled variables which
produces discrepancies between one measurement and the next, if they are made
under "constant conditions".

With respect to the model, "constant conditions" means that the
controlled variables remain fixed and the model will produce an, identical
result time after time if average values are used for the uncontrolled
variables. If randomness is introduced in the uncontrolled variables,
then the results will van- from run to run even under "constant conditions".
111e FI",'C model uses average values for uncontrolled variables, so for one
set of conditions it will always produce an identical prediction.

Next we look briefly at the notion of a "true mean loss' . If
we visualize a lengthy experinent wiich is conducted under constant conditions,
we expect the uncontrolled variables to fluctuate many times throughout their
possible ranges. If nuncrous measurements are made during this time and the
results averaged, the average will approach some hypothetical "true mean
loss" for that particular set of controlled conditions. Accurate knowledge
LZ this ouantity would he of considerable value. The difficulty, of course
is that this process uses an inordinate amount of time and creates great
difficulty in keeping the controlled variables constant. So this "true mean
loss" is a quantity w.:hich surely exists, hut which we do not measure. In
experiments such as VASSEL XV, we compromise and take a few measurements
with which we estimate what would happen if wre took many. The crucial point,
of course is that four measurements do not produce a "true mean" but rather
an imperfect estimate of it.

Returning to tie problem of idhat the model should represent, we have
a clear solution. The model should be a replica of the "true mean loss"
for the particular set of controlled conditions involved.

It is important to recognize here that even if we have a perfect
model, in that it does represent the "true mean loss" at every point,
we do not expect the measured data to agree with it perfectly. When we
take a few measurements, the average of the set is expected to differ from
the true mean. We cannot, therefore, simply observe that the model differs
from the average of these few measurements and thereby conclude that the
model is deficient. R, ather, it is necessary to analyze the relationship
of both the model and the data to the hypothetical true mean, as well as
their relationship to each other.



We will use the term'brror'hereafter to refer to the differences between
model or measured values and the true mean. Use of the word "error" does not
imply mistakes by the experimenters or model builders. lle word simply means
that a difference exists between two quantities. Thus, for the difference
between the modcl and the true mean we use the term "model error" and for the
differences between measurements and the true mean we use "experimental error"
or "sampling error". The differences between the model and the measured data
are not proerly referred to as error but as model-data discrepancies. 'lodel-
data discrepancies contain elements of both model error and experimental error.

We no.: turn to the method adopted to calculate the mean propagation
loss from a ntiber of measurements. The term "mean propagation loss" expressed
in db does not, by itself, specify whether the 10 log operation precedes or
follo.s the averaging operation. Thus, it may refer either to 10 log 1. Ix.
or E [ 10 log x. i , ihere 1: [ represents the expectation of the function
in brackets, anA x. is one propagation loss measurement expressed as an
intensity loss ratio. .\ decision as to which is the appropriate method of
averaging a set of loss measurements depends partially upon the use to which
the results will be put; neither method is always right nor always w,,rong.
Th,.e former method, i.e. taking the logaritun of the average loss, is appropriate
to specify the output of a system which responds linearly to energy input. Thl.e
latter method, i.e. averaging the logarithm of the measurements, of (15, is
appropriate for specifying the average output of a system which. responds
logarithmically to energy input. Two examples of the latter would be devices
w.hich measure , and the hitman ear. Because there are so many more devices
whiich respond linearly than logarithmically to energy input, and because of
the generally greater usefulness of the concept of average power than the
average logarithm of po.er, the former method is appropriate for the great
majority of purposes.

By the above criterion, the appropriate method for averaging measured
losses in this report would be to average the loss ratios and transform the
average loss to 1I,. There are, however, over-riding considerations which make
it desireable to adopt the other method, i.e. averaging the d.

We do not contend that the sample means obtained this way are identical
to average intensity losses, but rather that they are more useful for our
purposes.

'luch of the work done for this report involves investigation and use
of the statistical distribution of propagation loss measuremaents, and the
application of certain statistical tests. The majority of these statistical
procedures require that one deals :ith an approximately normal (Gaussian)
population. It was found (see Section IIl-C) that the distribution of losses,
stated in db, is very close to noral, and the distribution of loss ratios is
log-normal. Since th'e log-normal distribution is very difficult to work with
statistically we have adopted the procedure of averaging and analyzing the
distribution of the d measurements which are normal. A ninher of other
factors justify using this averaging method.

1. 'The major conclusions of the report will be the same no matter
which method is adopted. Some of the ntinerical results will differ, but
the difference is analogous to reporting weights in grams rather than po~nds.
One may convert back and forth.

11
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2. Ilie difference between the "true mean losses" calculate(! by
each method is both small and calcuable. For the data used in this report
the average difference can be showm to be 1.4 (1b. Thts, if the model is
found to be a perfect predictor of true mean db, it will differ by 1.4 db
from the true mean intensity loss, on the average.

3. A description of the distribution of db is just as useful as
a description of the distribution of intensity ratios. Given either one
we may calculate the other, as well as related quantities.

G. DEFINITIONS

Several terms arc used in the remainder of the report which have
conmnonly lknowm meanings, but which are tsed very specifically here. It is
important to umderstand the restrictive meaning given them here.

1. "Measurement". 'Tis term is used to denote the smallest
discrete amount of data used. As the projector is twed toward or away
from a buoy, a continuous range-loss curve is generated. This curve is then
brAken into one mile sepients and the average loss in each segment is termed
a "measurement". Towing the projector for 40 miles thus produces 40
"measurements" at each buoy. Since six buoys were used and there were
four projector rims, we have 40 x 6 x 4 = 960 possible measurements. Due
to some missing data only 674 of these were actually obtained.

2. "Sample". A sample is generally made by grouping measurements
into sets of four. Each sample thLs contains four (or less) repeated
measurements made under the same conditions. The four measurements made
while the projector was 25 miles from buoy "C" are one "sample". Some
samples contain less than four measurements due to missing data.

3. "Sample 'Iean". Tf the measurements in one sanmple are averaged
the result is the "sample mean". It is the average loss, in db, for that
samle.

4. "Sample variance" is the variance of measurements in a sample.

S. "Pooled variance" is a weighted average variance for several,
or all, sanles combined. The weighting takes into account the varying
nunber of measurements in each sanle.

12



III. RIStu'S NNP DISO.JSION

A. GENEMLT.. "The ceneral, overall results of the VASSEL XV mcasure-
ments are dcpicted in rigures 3 and 4. Up slope and down slope measurements
are separated for reasons disctssed in Section II. Trhe figure shows one loss
trace for each projector run, one trace which is the average of losses from
the individual runs and one trace which shows the loss predicted by the model.
"iiis figure contains several important features which are analyzed in detail
in subsequent sections.

I. At any particular range, considerable variation exists in
the measurements from one run to another. "Iaus, repeated measurements made
between the same points and under similar conditions do not yield consistent
results. Frequently differences of over 10 db can be found in repeated
measurements.

2. The trace for each individual pass represents the value that
would he found in a five minute, moving window, averaging device. This has
a very definite smoothing effect on the data, but short term oscillations
of over 10 db in a small ninber of miles are nevertheless quite common. The
individual measurements generally oscillate more widely than the average.

3. The model generally predicts less loss than the measurements
indicate. MTeasurements and predictions agree better at short range, perhaps
to 30 or 40 miles, than at long range where the model consistently predicts
too little loss by several d1,.

4. In regions where the measurements show a definite repeatable
"fine structure", i.e. oscillation patterns which are consistent from run
to run, the model seldom follows the pattern. In general, the model is much
smoother than either the individual runs or the four-run average particularly
at longer ranges, where the model often remains in a 1 or 2 d' interval for
many miles.

5. Each individual runl displays oscillations which (to not appear
to vary conspicuously with range; that is, the oscillations observed in
the data at ranges from 100 to 11S miles are not significantly different
than those in the 30 to 50 mile interval. Also, the oscillations are
apparently random in the sense that they are not consistently repeatable from
run to run. With feu exceptions, the patterns observed in one run are
reminiscent of those seen in other runs hut cannot I)e superimposed to
produce a consistent pattern.,

/

6. There is further evidence of randonmess in the individual runs,
in that they do not follow: simple patterns expected of interference between
plane waves. 'llie loss curves do not have consistent oscillatory periods
nor amplitudes and do not display the arch-like patterns characteristic of
interference of simple multipath propagation modes.

B. "IODEL-IDAITh DISCRIPANCIES. The previous section presented a general
graphical picture of how the model predictions and the measurements agreed.
In this section a quantization of the model-data differences is presented

which is intended primarily to be useful to potential users of the model. We
do not yet address the probabilistic problems involved in comparing the model
to a hypothetical "true mean loss". Rather, we use the directly observable

13
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model-data discrepancies to indicate to potential model users Miat agreement
might be expected hetween the model and losses uihich are measured orexperienced. Even the ser who makes no measurements as such, but only

listens to a sonobuo., is interested in this relationship, for he is really
experiencing one unique loss value which is different than the true mean.

Thc da:a is organized into samples udich contain several measure-
ments and ° one model prediction. The differences betceen each measurement
and the corresponding prediction are plotted in Figure 5. The differences
are plotted separately for each buoy. Ife see here, for example, that eiglt
of the measurements obtained at buoy C exhibit bet-een 7 and S d less loss
than the model predicted. Also shown on each plot is the mean or average
difference betwceen all the measurements made at a buoy and the model
prediction. For example, the measurements made at buoy It averaged about
2.S dl more loss then the model predicted. Some pertinent features shon
here again:

* Agreement between the model and the data is better at close
range than at long range.

* The measurements are quite widely scattered about the model.
Generally about 20 dh separates the deviation limits at each buoy.

lather than providing a basis for evaluating the model, the
information contained in the figure indicates to a potential user of the
model what ie might expect in the way of accuracy. The figuire says that
the model .does agree fairly well on tie average at close range, but that
any individual measurement is likely to deviate from tile model by several
d. At longer ranges, the model predicts consistently too little loss
for the particular area where those measurements were made. To see how
the model agreed over all - for all ranges - the data in Figure 5 is
stcd into one plot in :igurc 6. This figure shows the relation of all
measurements to the model. The averaite deviation is about + 4.5 dl. 11iis
does not mcan the average model error is 1.5 dl , but only that on the
average the measured losses .:ere 4.5 d!) more than the model predicted.

Figure 7 presents the cunulative distribution of the data in
Figure 6. It sho..s w.hat fraction of all the measurements arc within so
many dl of the model. For example, 50% of the ineasurements are within
5.5 db of the model, 80% are within 9.0 d, and 95% are within 13 dh.

C. EXPERRIE rrAl, lIEROR ANALYSIS.

1. General. As noted earlier, the measurements show considerable
variabiliti),thin each sample. In other words: repeated measurements made
betwceen the sart-e two point4 under nominally identical controlled conditions,
differ significantly from one to another. Tflhese differences are "experi-
mental error". It is important to examine the experimental error, for it
bears heavily on what sort of concllsions may be draun from the data and
it has strong implications concerning future propagation loss measurement
experiments. Some of the factors involved are:

16
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* Generally, as the experimental error in a set of measurements
increases, so also does the nunber of measurements required to obtain an
acceptable estimate of the true mean. Conversely, the confidence that any
single measurement is close to the mean decreases.

I If a set of measurements has a large experimental error, we
can expect the means of samples to differ considerably from the true mean.
If we try to make comparisons between a theoretical model and some measure-
ment data, we are less certain whether the observed differences are due to
model error or experimental error.

* The value of a propagation loss model is not determined
solely by how well it predicts the mean propagation loss hetween two points.
A given model could he an acceptable, even perfect, predictor of true mean
loss, but fail to he useful because actual loss values are widely distributed
about the true mean. In other words, a precise prediction of a true mean
may not tell much about vwhat will result from a single measurement if the
ex)erimental error is significant.

* If data variance, or experimental error, for a particular
set of controlled conditions are found to be too high, it can 1,e reduced
only by "controlling" one or more of the now uncontrolled variables. In
the model context, this means using specific rather than average or random
values for a now uncontrolled variable. Investigation of the data variance
may thus encourage or discourage further model development.

* Referring to plots of mean propagation loss vs range and
model losg versus range, in Figures 3 and 4 we see that the loss measure-
ments are much more oscillatory with range than the model predicts. A
serious question arises as to whether the data oscillation is due primarily
to changes in range and the associated controlled variables or due to
random fluctuation of the uncontrolled variables. If the latter is the
primary cause, the true mean loss might he a fairly smooth curve, much like
the model. This does not suggest that oscillations do not really occur in
individual measurements - they do. Rather, the question addressed is the
character of the oscillations. Investigation of the experimental error
can produce some insight into this question.

2. Sam)le Variance. The basic measure of experimental error is
given by tihe "santple variance" which is defined by the relation:

j I

where S = variance of the ith sample

X = mean of the propagation less measurements, in d!, in sample i

111

= the j L- measurement of propagation loss in the i L sample

Ni  = number of measurements included in sample i

20



It is appropriate, also, to introduce the notion of a "sample space"..th "iis
term siliply refers to the set of conditions that prevailed for the i- sample.
Or, it is hhe particular state of the controlled variables which prevailed
for the i- sample. Our sample spaces are defined by a one mile range
increment referenced to a particular buoy, a particular velocity profile, a
particular bottom contour and so on.

TIhe sample variance was calculated for each of the 71 samples which
contained 4 measurements and the 89 samples which contained 3 measurements.
A tabulation of the variances, along with other data arranged by sample is
shown in Appendix A. In order to progress toward a general description of
ex erimental error, we form the distribution of sample variance as shown
in Figure 8. 'his figure sho:s,for example that four samples had a
variance on between 22 and 24 d, and 24 samples had a variance between
4 and 6 d!-. It should be recalled that these are values for the variance,
not the standard deviation or familiar "one sigma". The "sigma" is the
square root of these variance figures.

3. Populatoon Variaice. Figure 8 shows hat sample variance ranges
from less than 2--,- for 27 smgples to over 90 db for one dispersed sample.
Tl'his disparity of variance is addressed below.

If, as in developing the idea of a "true mean", we regard the
piupagation loss-at a single sample space as a random variable, it will
have some "true variance" as well as a "true mean". Again, it could be
measured only over a time period long enough to include a nmber of
oscillations of the uncontrolled variables. This hypothetical true variance
is called "population variance".

lhe observed sample variances are subject to the same vagaries
of the sampling process as are the sample means. Thus, individually they
are imperfect estimates of the population variance.

A description of the population variance involves determining how
variance changes from one sample space to another. So before attemntine this.
we test to see if it can he shoun that population variance changes at all.
If we cannot show that it does, in fact, change, obviously we cannot describe
how it changes. Tie best description of the population variance in that
event is that it is constant and is equal to the pooled variance of all
samples.

T'he method used to do this is statistical hypothesis testing.
So we advance the hypothesis the population variance is constant in all
sample spaces and is equal to the pooled variance of all samples. In
terms of the experiment, we test t e hypothesis that the true variance of
possible measurements is the same at one point as at any other in the
experiment area and does not change significantly with range from a buoy.
The observed differences in sample variance are attributable to the
sampling process, if the hypothesis is accepted.
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The'I)ooled variance" is a combination of all the sample variances
with weighting by sample size. It is calculated from the relation:

whre: . = ntuaher of measurements in 'he i h sample

S = sample variance of the i t h sample

= ntumher of samples used

For the 160 sanmles w..hich contained either 3 or 4 measurements, the pooled
variance was:

p = 12.] (-

And the pooled standard deviation '-:

Sp = 3.48 d

Tb test the h)pothesis we first construct the theoretical distribution of
swmile variances to be expected if the true variance is indeed constant
over all sapmple spaces. The next sten is to com~pare the observed distribution
of sample variance with the theoretical distri'Lution. If substantial agreement
exists, we conclude that the variance cannot he slown to vary from sample to
sample.

The appropriate statistic to calculate the theoretical variance
distribution is the "Chi souare over df" (X-/d) distribution. It is used
to calculate the expected distributions of sample variance in 89 samples of
size 3 and 71 samples of size 4. The two distributions are then sumned.
Results appear in Figure 9 where we see, for example, ;hat 12 samples would
be expected to have variances between 12.1 and 14.5 db-. For convenient use
of the X-/df tables, the horizontal scale 9 f the figure is broken into even
fractions of rather than into whole db. We next determine the number
of samples which actually do have variances in these intervals. The result
is similar to Figure 8 except that the variance intervals (horizontal scale)
have been changed to coincide with Figure 9. Thie observed distribution
appears in Figure 10 along with the theoretical distribution superimposed.
Figure 10 shows that the curves are roughly similar. To test for similarity,
we use the chi - square one sample test which shows that the two distributions
are not sigmificantly different at the .2 level of significance. In stnary,
then, we accept the hypothesis that: T|he population variance is constant
over the experiment area, and is equal to 12.1 db
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4. Distribution of lixperimental Error. Since all of che statistical
tests used in this report contain the implicit assum!ption that the population
of measurements in each samiple space is normally distributed, it is important
to determine if this assumption is valid. The basic method of ch'ecking the
data for normalcy of distribution is to calculate the thcoretical distribution
of single :,easurement deviations from the sample means which would be expected
if the populations are indeed normal, and to compare this with the observed
distribution of deviations from the sample means, for all samples.

To construct the theoretical distribution, we use the fact that
fcr saj)les of size N from a normal population, the distribution of measure-
ment deviations from the sample means (got the true eans) is normal with a
mean of zero and a variance of (N-1\ S!'- (where Sp is the population
variance). k-7

2 2
Thus, for a population variance (S 1,2) of 12.1 .i1wwe obtain the

following expected variances for samples of size N.

S.'l.E SIZE s2 s

N: 0 0

N = 2 6.05 d 2.46 (11

N = 3 8.07 ' 2 2.84 Oo

N = 4 9.08 d;2 3.01 db

Ilere, s- is the variance of the distribution of measurements about the
sample means. And we have the following samples:

SAN!PLE SIZE NO. OF SAIIPLES TOTAL MIFASURElENT'S

N=1 (19) 19

N = 2 (S2) 104

N = 3 (89) 267

N = 4 (71) 284

674

The ntriber of deviations which would be expected to fall into I d intervals
is calculated for all samples, and the results are stinned in Figure 11. For
example, in a normal population :e exoect 99.7 deviations from sample means
of between 0 and + I dbh and 26.2 deviations of + 4 to + 5 d.

Observed deviations are then also plotted in Figure 11 super-
imposed on the theoretical distribution. The figure reveals only minor
differences. An appropriate test for equality of the two distributions is
the Kolmogrov-Smirnov one sample test. To apply it we form the cumulative
of each distribution and observe that the largest percentage discrepancy
between the theoretical and observed cimulative distribution is 2.05%. For
a sample size of 674, we accept the hypothesis of equality of distribution
at the o = 20% level. The significance of this finding can be stated:
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Thenc'surrcn~.oltained in this cxncrimcnt do not denonstratc
a. ixcarture fron ru-nia] Oistri1'uition. 1--c harve not 'proved" that the 6ata
are i~or--1l- distri~ite","rlv sho-il ty-at. titev do rot contradict the assaw-ption.

1nr, ar t-ca, *.e accept tOc !-roti-esis tnit the experimental
cr-ror is a ror.ral'- .istri~iitcd randxio varia!l le uith a constant standard
Jeviation of 3.4.- :

1. General.

£Cr first considcrin-z the cxnecrim~cnt results and the mnodel pre-
dictions in S-ct ior 11- -- e obscrvcJ1 tilat tlhe node! appeared to predict too
jittiC loss cxpecially at lonrcer rangces. Ilso, tile swaife neans w--crc scattered
:!!:out the-; MMdel to sone extent.

At this point, after a!nalyzing exrperimental errors and model-data
discrt-pancics. there remains consiticrai.le imcertainty concerning the model
itself.

a. ehc di f fercntces occur hceten tile model and the da ta, call tile
di fferencc e attrihttd solely to sarm-ling error in the data or is there evidence
of sitpni ficant model error?

flow larite a di ffecnce mulst occur 1before wex can asser -ith
sone certaintv thait zmodel error exists?

c. Ut3en thecre is a sublst~intial bias difference ibetween the model
and thle data, but thle model seemps to resemble the shape of the data curve (suich
as the huoy A resuilts), can we mieasure the degree of correspondence in thle
shame of the two curves.

J. WIce the model. runs gcnerally through thc data, as in thle
case of butoys C and F:, is the muodl anl acceptable representation of the data?

iving~ investinzated thec experitnenta] error of the Measurements, 1we,
are no. in a position to answer these (!uecstions and to investigate the model
error.

2. Test for Presence of !Iodel-Error.

The basic method for detennining if model error is present will he
statistical hypothesis testing. In each saqmple space we have a number of
measurements, tile sample meian, a knowledge of sample variance, and a model
prediction. the will formulate hy-potheses concerning the model and thle data,
and througph appropriate tests either accept or reject the hypotheses for each
sa.mPleI space. W~e then have, for cach sample space, a decision as to whether
or not the model contains significant error in that interval. A judgment
that tile nodle], as a whole, contains significant error is based on the relative
numbher of samples iwhich do and do not show miodel error. The first step is to
test for agreement between thle model and the 'hypothetical "true mean". To
do this we form the hypothesis that: In each sample space the model value
is equtal to the true mean loss for that sample space. 'Huis does not mean,' of
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course, that the nodel value and the sample means must be identical. Rather
wc asste that, wile wc do ;not kno,: i.:!at the true saple means are, we do
kn no! tne n-asure:t.nts ai- €istributed about the tir'v mean. bo 'w

hpothesize that the model value is the true mean in each sample space. If
the distribution of mcasurcncrts in a sanpic is far frw. tic model, wc w.ill
conclude that the rolcl value is not the tru mean in that smaple space, and
reject the hypothesis that it is. This test is repeated in each sample space.

"Ple approriate test is the t - test for equality betv.een a
sarlple mean and a hypothetical wean.

The test %:ill ' e apulied twice to each sa,)le, once ith a level
of significance (d) equal to 10% and once withc( = 1%. tlhe accentance
limits for the difference beteen model and sanvle mean from the "t" distri-
laution are s!'o-an in Ta-lc 2. If model and sample means differ I.v more than
these aounts, the r.odel is rejected as being the true mean in that sa..)le
space.

SY'I)!I SIZE = 10%

1 5.75 d"% 3,.n d

2 4.07 .Ii, 6.30 A;

:=3 3.31 Y,. SA1 ,!

.1 2.83 d!" 4.45 .

:\CCII'L\YCIF LE iITS FOR .I'A? S TI:ST

TABLI.E 2

ilec results of each test are sho.n in .Vppendtix A, :rranged by sample; a
tabulation of the results by buoy is shoai here in Table 3.

= 10% = 1%

11101Y I.ER\:\L S.A!PLES ACCIEIT mJ1Crr ACCIPT RIDHIcr

C 0-40 mi 39 16 23 28 11

F 0-40 mi 36 18 18 24 12

B 35-75 mi 't0 22 18 33 7

G 35-75 mi 38 6 32 13 25

A 7S-11S mi 38 3 35 iS 23

II 75-115 ni .40 2 38 6 34

TOTAl 231 67 164 119 112

T.\BUJIATEI RISI LTS OF '1xI's 'rlUSTS

TABIE 3
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" .hcse results, of course, are not intended solely to in.licate acceptance or
rcjcctiop of the model in its entirety, but also to indicate areas of agrec-
i'ent ainc! disagreemient. The significant results of the tests appear in the
coltnnuns headcd 'T!TJlC[', which indicates the niriber of sarple snaces in
Wici the 'model was rejected as the true mean. 'or examPle, ,e see that of
the 33 salinles taken at 1,uo- \, 35 resulted in rejection of the model at
the l0't level.

It is important that the rejections he nroperly interpreted.
\ rejection at the l0:, level means that, in that sainple space, the model
i.as sufficiently different from the a.aIple mean that t!he difference couldnot be attrimted solely to sa,:,lin error. The 10 significance level
means only that the rejection has a 0 or less chance of being wrong, and
the model actually heint equal to the true 'nean. !'eiection of the model
at the 1', level is consequently a muc' more certain rejection, admtting
only a 1% chance of being rrong.

.As to the overall corresnondence of the model and the data, there
are nimerous samples where model error is shown to exist with a high degree
of certainty. "The model was rejected in over 7C% of the sample spaces at
the 10% levcl and in over 48*1 at t;he I' level.

It must he einhasized strongly, however, that these results
reflect primarily on the certainty with ihich tl'e rejections are made and give
little infornation on tnehsize or distrihution of differences betw:een the
model and the true means.

.Another factor requires consideration in interpreting Table 3.
.As it happens, the model is rejected so frequently that there is little
question of certainty. But had the results been less ovenhelming we would
have to consider ho- many rejections should occur if the model were indeed
perfect. !'hen we make a nimher of tests at the 10%P level, we accept the
fact that we will be wrong about 107, of the time. Consequently, if we make
231 tests as we did !'ere, we expect to get about 23 rejections if the
model is perfect. If our total niunber of rejections kad been much closer
to 23 instead of 164 we would !,avc to consider the possihi lity of erroneously
rejecting a "good" model.

Another perspective of these results is presented in Figures 12
through 17. Each contains a loss versus range plot for results obtained at
one buoy. Sample means and the model are plotted on each. .\hout 40 sample
spaces are represented on each curve. There are a ntuber of interesting
though qualitative features in these figures.

BUOY C: lhe model here is not badly biased and appears to run
thru the data fai.rly well. The "t" tests, however, show only moderate
regions of statistically acceptahle agreement, for the data excursions are
sufficient to indicate significant model error.

BUOY F: Agreement is fair. Tihe model did not reflect the
regions of high loss between 15 and 20 miles and between 27 and 40 miles.

BUOY B: Iodel-data agreement ,,as closest in results from this
buoy. A remarkable shape correspondence exists between 57 and 70 miles.
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BUOY G: 11e model consistently showed about 5 (11 too little
loss. Both curves arc relatively flat with fair shape corrcsnondcncc.

BUOYS A, If: The model was consistently off 3 to 10) db here at
long range. Thcre is some shane correlation at buoy A, but little at buoy
I. Both buoys were the same distance from the target (75-11S mi) but the
model predicts somewhat different results for losses up slope to buoy A and
dowM slope to buoy II.

3. Components of 'lodel IError.

1The previous sections have established the satistical certainty
that model error exists and have investigated the character of the ecxieri-
mental error. Ilut we have not yet tried to describe the model error or
that error between the model and the true means.

Since, in an) particular samplc space the truc mean loss is
unknom, we will not be able to determine the model error present in any
single sample space. But it is possible to determine some characteristics
of the model error by considering, error distributions.

Before proceeding, it will be helpful to look more closely at
how "model error" may he described. 'ieasurements reveal that the nodel
persistently predicted too little loss over considerable range intervals.
'-lis leads to describing the model error in two components: The "bias
error" and what will be called "tracking error". lhiese tl:o components
are not associated with different physical processes; the separation is
only for mathematical convenience. The components will have separate
significance to model designers only if they can be associated with distinct
parts of the propagation loss model. The separation is made for convenience
of description and may be interpreted variously by various parties.

The "bias error" is defined as the mean model error over a number
of sample spaces. It only describes model error over some interval of sample
spaces, and its nunerical value will depend on the interval over which we
calculate it. We have chosen, rather arbitrarily, to calculate the mean bias
over sets of sample spaces associated with each buoy. Model bias in the
interval 0 to 40 miles is given by bias in the buoy C and buoy F samples; model
bias from 35 to 75 miles is indicated by buoy B and C samples; model bias from
75 to 115 miles is indicated by buoy A and II samples.

'llie "tracking error" represents a fluctuating error sl)erimposed
on the bias. Combined, the two produce model error.

The relation is represented graphically in Figure 18 which shows
hypothetical model and loss curves. In interval A there is about 10 (D) bias
error between the model and the actual loss curve, But tracking error is very
small for when the bias is removed the two curves match well.

In interval B there is about 4 di, bias and also significant tracking
error. lWhen the bias is removed the curves differ significantly.

In interval C there is little or no bias but significant tracking
error.
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In suaiiy, a- err-cr"e-e~~' roa ca:'urc Im !D tfell tvc
shape Of thle r3Ck!Cl lnss curve --ee :ith, the si=Zx* of thc e T; IZurv11e anId
"bias error" ir-Aicates 1-0% =z&c2 tlx t-:4 ctr-as are svarzirntez: nin n cn!

nix- want to LttCthC Values Of V-1- ---- CoM nets. - n
hias alra-d iv-cis &terrirc,! ;r Sectionr I I -L t crt- it zls calcilatci as
the r-ean .IeiiaEtion of z'C ~. frcrv zt.c sa-le -cn-!,nct tl2e tftue r=-eans as
u-e require. If tv asstre, '--er, tC.a: tkese -%'cr.s are uniaseJ
cstirr-tes of the zva "x n5 tl:e 11-h- fL .ur,-, -prc . t-;: s.-- value. P-c
assizatirop of tu'.iascl sa Tnlcs o- -!,c s'n zuan reesd
equipmntn introduced en.W nxJcri crr'.r-; A6t zeroe e-n airt! did not v;Tnsi-stcntly
raise or lacer zew-surenis and tl"iat Vk.o sa=-Irs &tairel weve rardanli- selected
from all ncasurermenzs %hi& ni .4z ::w 7ven zade -znents earl ier or later. In
the absence of contrary evidenccc, %-c adic~lz t7hese asstr,-rions. rVuxs, the bhias
indicated in sar~les at. each !uav is:

W~Y C: + 1.9~ F, Ziles

W(py A: -. rs S to 115 -les

RAVY HI:- 9.3 d!

!-c- n~h i.-ant to est imite thc- --ael t . cl ing Tro Olubgn ih
tie have tile distribution of measurement dcviations from the ocde! in Fi( :e 19
vd-ich shows 1=.- n-any nasurcnents ji ffcred from the n.' el hy a1 given aCiMLt.
EaIch of the deviations is a rant!a- cmnbination of cxner;:. ental and -ixde1 errars.
One of the 10 tr- deviationrz, foar cexa=qule, might hiave .lcurc it~'uc a measure-
mcnt ums 95 -Xi, tie 1en~c rerar :19 X , ard the node1 35 4". The 1.1 ."- Corbned
deviation is muade up of 5 X) sa.-)1 j": ex. * r and 5 t~l modr,: error.

Thia first stcp in separating rhe conhinedi errors is to renovc tile
raodel hias error. Grap'icallv, this involves repositioning tile rwouel tra-ce
on the loss curve so that thle model ruzis generally through the dhata. 4!athenatically,
we dc-bias the model by a;niling the appropriate M~as factor to thle oelvalue in
each saiip1c space. -.-:a effect is to rc- -ve t!he bins error and prc-Juce Figure 20
iuhicx show--s the deviation of measurervents --!,out the de-l'ascd riodel. !n this
figure, each of thle deviations is Corrosed only of sarnsling error and traL!ing-
error. And if we cap'1rmvc' the sam-lirg error fron t:~is distribution, the tracking
error alone will remain.

The sampling error was founid, in Section I I1-C, to be a normally
distributed random varialhle w-ith zero rican and a standard deviation of 3.48 d1)
Thec theoretical distribution of sap lin-e errors in 674 mesreet a c
construcd as in Fig;.ure 71 wich shnw,,s tOic e:Wectcd distribution of sampling
errors. There is, of course, no w-ay of dctcrllining tJ'e exact saimpling errors
encountered in the experiment. For purposes of estimating the tracking error,
u.e will assumec that th6 theoretical distribution of sampling error is an
adc~taate representation of actilal samnpliue errors.

To obtain an estimaite of the tracking error, we reason as follows:
Figure 20 is the distribution of sarmling, error plu~s tracking error and Figure 21
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is the distribution of sumplinR error alone; the difference is due to the
preserce of tracking error. The two are shown superimposed in Figure 22.

There are a ntnher of distributions of tracking error which could
be added to tbc sampling error to produce approximately the results observed
in !:iure 20. But as the resultant is approximatcly a normal distribution, %..-e
h)othesi:e that the, model tracking error is also normally distriibuted and
indcpendcnft of sampling error:

Figure 20, then, is hxpothesized to be the distribution of the
sum of tio normally distributed random variables. For the suns of independent
normal random variables we have the relation:

o-t2 =
(rV + a-t2 2-

or

.hre: = Variance of stuned sampling and tracking errors

S = Variance of sam)ling errors

6-t - = Variance of tracking errors

he also know -s = 3.48 6 and 5 was calculated to be 4.25 d!. (Standard deviation cf
Figure 20). Solir; tUe latter e;ution:

W'e have: 2.45 (H.

So if t'ao trac:ing error is normally distributed, it has a standard deviation
of 2.45 0%1.

In simnary, the model error, for descriptive purposes, consists
of two components: bias error and trackin, error. "lie bias error increases
with range from 0 at close range to 8 or 9 d , at 100 miles. 'The tracking
error is sunerimposed on the bias. It is of u-l:noi-n distribution, but if
assmned to be normally distributed it has a standard deviation of 2.45 db
and a mean of zero.

E. INF-LIJFNCE OF BMIT9.I TOI f1b\APIY.

1. General.

The p'resent version of the propagation loss model has provision
for making use of bottom topor.raphy data. For this project, bottom depth at
half-mile intervals along the line of buoys was introduced to the p'rogram.
The program interpolated linearly between these points to constnct a
continuous bottom profile. Bottom depth and slope were taken from the linear
segnents to calculate depth of reflection points and angles of reflection
from the bottom.

F,
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In this section of the report, we consider the influence of bottom
topography on the model predictions, on the observed data, and on the corre-
spondence between the two.

Bottom topography is one of the "controlled" variables of tile
experiment and is controllal,le in the model. ilis does not mean that some
conceptual bottom profilc can be arbitrarily chosen for the experiment, but
only that each sample consists of measurements idhich were nominally made over
the same bottom segment and that the shape of this bottom segment can bie
specified to tile model.

lue to the geocetry of the experiment, we have two sets of paird
samntIes. One set is the u slope measurements ant one set down slope. The
tlo members of each pair were made tunder conditions which were identical
exccpt for the bottom profile; oti.er controlled variables such as range and
velocity profile were nominally identical for both members of the pair. Thus,
dhen differences occur 1,et'.:een memnbers of a pair, the difference must he due
only to bottom difference and smarfling error and not to variation of other
controlled variables.

We note also that loss predictions from the model are similarly
paired. W'e have one curve lor losses in slope, toward buoys A, B and C and
one curve for doum slope losses to buoys F. G and it and for any range we
have tw.o model predictions.

2. Bottom To ographv and the .Nodel.

W,;e look first at what the model predicts tile influence of differing
topography will be. In Figure 23 the predictions for up slope losses are
surperimposed on down slope loss predictions. We see that the two curves
correspond quite closely out to a range of about 95 miles. To 20 miles the
difference is expected to be generally less than one d!h and from there to 95
miles, the expected difference is generally one to two U). We infer from this
figure that the model predicts tiat bottom topography influence will be minimal
at near and mediin ranges and will increase to some extent at ranges over 95
miles.

3. Bottom Topography and L.oss Data.

The observed loss measurements are shown in Figure 24. One trace
is the sample means in the tp slope direction. Superimposed is a trace of
the sample means dom slope. Figure 24 contains some interesting, though
qualitative,features.

First, there is much less agreement between those two curves
than between the tw.,o model traces. This is to be ex)ected, however, since
the sampling error is included in the observed loss curves.

We see that the curves agree better at long range than at short
range which is just the opposite of what the model predicts.

Since Figure 24 is a plot of sample means, it includes the
sampling error and some part of the observed differences in the two curves
is due to this factor. The question thus arises whether bottom topography
caused any difference at all in the two sets of measurements or if the
differences may be due entirely to sampling error. To answer this question
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we use a hypothesis testing procedure similar to that employed to compare the

model to the sample means.

We formulate the hypothesis: The two members of each sample pair
were drawn from populations which have equal means. If accepted, this
hypothesis would indicate that there is no significant diffcrence between up
slope and dowm slope loss measurements and that differences are due only to

sampling error. WVe use again the "t" test for equality of means"

I l - X21 < Sp (1/NI+ 1/N2 ) tdk with A .1

Ihhere: = Sample mean for first sample of a pair

2 = Sample mean for second sample of a pair

Sp = Pooled variance of 231 samples

N = Sanple size of first sample

= Sample size of second sample

= "t" for = .1 and 391 degrees of freedom

The test is applied to each sample pair and the hypothesis is accepted if the
left hand .side of the equation is less than the right. Acceptance limits for
various combinations of N and N2 are shown in Table 4.

1 2 3 4

1 8.0 dP)

2 6.95 db 5.69 db

3 6.55 d1b S.18 (h 4.54 (lb

4 6.37 db 4.92 d- 4.0S db 4.02 dh

ACCEPTANCE LINITS FO, lEANS TESTS

TABLE 4

The outcome of these tests for each sample pair is summarized here:

Total pairs tested 110
Pairs with equal means 73
Pairs with unequal means 37



Of the 110 sample pairs tested, 37 were found to have tmcqual means. Recalling
that we used a significance level ofc= 10% we expect to get about 11 rejections
even if all pairs really do have equal means. However, the occurrence of 37
rejections is a strong indication that all pairs do not have equal means and we
reject the hypothesis that they (1o.

We conclude that some of the difference between up slope and down
slope measurements is due to differing bottom topography and is not due entirely
to sampling error.

A question naturally arises at this point concerning how much of
the difference observed in the curves is due to differing bottom profiles. And
it i.ould be very useful to separate the influence of ')ottom difference and samllling
error. 'Unfortunately, the sample sizes are simply too small to separate the
two effects. We can say with certainty that the two effects co-exist in the
data, but that the)' cannot be separated and measured.

4. :!odel Success with 3otton Profile.

e come next to the question of ho., well the model made use of the
h)ott ai topograp~hy data. ('an it be showni that use of bottom profile improved
the model predictions?

Since we are unable to say how much of the difference betw-een two
measured loss curves is due to difference Tin bottom profile, it appears that
we cannot determine ho, well the model used the profile data. :or example,
the model might predict a given difference between members of one pair. But
when ve look at the observed data we do not know how mud of the observed
difference is duo to sampling error. AnL in 73 out of 110 pairs we cannot be
certain that a significant difference really exists between members of the
pair.

We are able to obtain one interesting result, however, 1w
concentrating on the 37 instances where the measured losses were significantly
different for up slope and down slope measurements. The data suggest that,
at least at these points, the bottom caused a significant difference in
losses. ;e see also that for these 37 pairs the model also makes different
prediction for each member of the pair. A comparison of each of the measured
loss pairs with the corresponding model values shows that iu 24 of the 37
pairs the model was incorrect in predicting which member of the pair would
show greater loss. It was correct in: 13 cases.

Similar comparison for all 110 sample pairs show the model .w:
correct S3 times and incorrect 57 times.

1This is an interesting but inconclusive finding. In essence
it iiplies that had the model erroneously mixed the bottom profiles, better
predictions would have resulted in this instance. We do not suggest that
taking bottom profile into account is fruitless. We simply cannot show that
the model prediction process was improved by using data on the minor differences
between two similar bottom segments.

9 itl



IV. IvlI IRIr'ATION A, l I !PI,(,TIONS

To this point, the object of this analysis has been to investigate the
relationship between the propagation loss model and a set of measurements.
unntitative descriptions of model and experimental errors have been presented.

But these ntunerical results have varying significance and implications for
various purposes. he will make some general observations and expect that
interested parties :ill arrive at other interpretations appropriate to their
0,11 punoses.

"lhe analysis describes two arbitrary components of model error. We do
not suggest, however, that simply adjusting the model mechanically to reduce
or eliminate these particular errors is desirable. lle model has been designed
to simulate a physical process and further refinement should proceed on the
basis of research into the fumdamental physical processes involved and perhaps
into the stochastic behavior of some of the variables. lhie measurement of
error is simly a criterion by which 1o measure progress; the character of the
error may give little or no indication of the source of error.

lhe separation of experimental error from model error, however, indicates
potential benefits which might be obtained by further model development.
Figure 25 illustrates the distributions of errors which may be expected trader
three conditions. First, curve A indicates the distribution of combined
sampling and model error for single observations. If, for example, the
present model predicts a certain loss between two points, a S0% chance exists
that a single measurement l1et..een those points will disagree with the prediction
by S.5 d, or more.

Curve B represents the expected errors between single observations and a
hypothetical model from which the l.ias has been removed. This curve has
physical significance only if the model bias error results from some identifiable
cause and can be removed without influencing the remainder of the variables. It
is sho,"n here to illustrate the strong influence of bias error in relation to
tracking error.

Curve C represents the distribution of errors that would be observed
bety.een single measurements and a "perfect" model, i.e. one that exactly
represents the true mean loss ftction.

in oe asstmi that the model is used primarily to predict the loss in a
single ohservation or in a nmiber of" oLservations in adjacent spaces, then we
are interested in the error.- sl,ova. in curve A, not merely in the model error alone.
, uid we are interested in the ieduction of total resultant error (model error
plus sampling error) which occurs clue to reducing tihe model error cononent.
Thus, we see that improvement from the present model to a "perfect" model
will reduce the total prediction error by about one-half. (Errors in curve A
are roughly twice those in curve C.) le also see that developments which
eliminate the model bias produce a model which is nearly perfect (curve B),
and that failure of the model to follow minor fluctuations of the true loss
contributes a ven minor error increase. These observations, based on partial
and presumptive evidence, arc advanced as conjectures and not conclusions. So it is
appropriate to review here some of the limitations ot this analysis and their
possible influence on the results. These are:

50



1. Thle greatest andi most Owious limitation is the restricted area and
tlme spanl of tile expcrimcnt. lthese results arc not necessarily representative
of other areas.

2. A ntvilhcr of clm'cpts are grotncd together into the single category
of 'experimcntal" or "alij error. h~e assiune that the primary cooploncnt is
variation of thce phcr.enon being measured, i.e. propagation loss; lia.xcver, sanie
caponents are undouitedly attrihutale to equipment, processing, and incremental
represenitation of continuious functions. The influence of navigation error would
require considerable investigation if data werc availabnle. In thle absence of
suchi data, ho%-evcr, vc obsere that in feu instances would shifting singie rn
traces a fen miles one iway or another make then match significantly better.

3. Thec statistical tests applied in Section II I-It (particularly the
tests for equality of nears) assitrec that eachi sa~ilc is fim a no Mnal popnulation
and Viat sanes are independent. Thei neixilcy of data h%-triution vas accepted,
Nit not proven, by testing distributions. Hlcause the model wias distinctly
biased the existence of rmodel error is not seriously questioned; but if tile cor-
respondence lietweeinmodel and0 kita had been 1-ctter, dccnier investigation of data

disriluc on ~oud h neessry.I!'.e sm.-e caution applie s to t-he s.-". )l independence.
Slesapnces are one mile avart. Consiering the five minute averages and thle IS

knot n)roector velocity, we fint' soic overlap from sanple to sznUle, but not enough~
to auestion the results.

4. W~e ob5served earlier that reducing; the model error to zero still leaves a
sigificant experimental crror for the user of nodel predictions to contend uith.

'Phis is true, ho-.ever, only so lon,- as thle experiaental error remains the sam.
Since thcecxperimctal error is probably due largqely to v-ariation of uncontrolled
variales, the ohvious icans of reducing it, conceptually at least, is to "control"
one or more of thle now uncontrolled variales. The recent introduction of bottom
topography data into thle model w-as an attcq~t to (d0 this. 1,b will not conjecture
here idhat variafolcs might lie controlled, either experimcntally or in thle model,
but mcrcly point out that tile sx-pling error limitation prevlails only for thle
particular set of controlled variablIes no.-. used.

S. i~nlly, perhaps the model should not be expecd to predict the true mean
loss at a Point in spalce. !Mthcr, a model might bie configured to predict the
general behavior of tile loss function over an interval. This could conceptually
bie core useful to the user twno is interested in intensity integrals over an
interval.

5 1
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V SUP-MyV OF F1ESUMIS

.iei. a Pror, gat2ien loss pr_-%icti.n, for a certain range, is coi..arco to a
mzKa-;urC5C:nt mar.e at the sxrv rw-.c;e, the d.ificrence et-.een te two is a
ca,Vii"tion of "xita error in t:.e -x.] and ex.periientua] error in the Teasure-
-nYt. :it! the rrc.el runs ant. !css rcasurements used 'ere, tne ca inee errors
•.urc suc.i that 50r -,f rxasurat4its differee by 5.5 (!o or less fro. te m-oel
ane 95 Ciffercx; :Y- ]3 -'j or ]css. It was fou;,C that agreaxnt bet:.cen tne
.rxal ar. t.e ".ea urennts uas si:nificant]y ixtter at close range (out to aoout
4* :,:ilesi) tnarz, at lorg ran.g; (30) -miles aw. over) %,here ta e .xxel consiztenitl
;roicte1 too little loss.

Pro;,)gatio.i loss ,.easuraets were m de at source-receiver ranges of U to 115
.ailes, anc the 'easuren~nts %-:ere reixeated four times over tnis interval. It was
foui o that .uccessive rcasurawnts at the sa ,,x points were a:p.ri.mately rrally
distributed in 6) an lo. ziormil in intensity ratio. Th.e standard deviatiai of
tie error uistribution did not var. significantly witn range, and was calculated
to ixe 3.5 db.

Ume mxc;e] error is consicierc, to be the difference! between the loss value
predicted Ly the xiel, for a certain raine, an. the conceptual -true" average
loss at the sanc rance. The rmodel error can he conveniently described in terms
of two cci.onents; i.e. bias error and tracking error. lias error describes
the average offset of the model over saw range interval and tracking error
d2scribcs the fh:ctuaticn of the m)el about the conceptual "true" value. in
th-e data used nere, the bias error was fotud to var; fron near zero at close
range (0 to 40) miles to about -9 d) at rarjes from 75 to 115 miles. The
trackintg error can Le described as an approx.imately normally distributed random
variable with a standard deviation of 2.45 db and a mean of zero.

The sea botton un6er tha enxuerimental area sloned gentl-- fron one end to
the other; mneasurerents iere made both in the tie slope and da.-m slope directions.
Differences in the t,...o resulting loss curves -ere generally obscured by the
presence of significant experire tal error, and the curves differed little.
Tie c!el predicted rou-galy equivalent losses in each direction, and it could
not be sh.-:m that use of the local bottom topography by the model im.)roved the
predictions.

(Reverse side blad)
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VI C9M49M ICNS

P In view of the substantial experimental error found here, it is recimended
that future propagation loss measurement experiments be designed to provide
adequate data x erning etal error.

At sea experiments should be conductx to investigate the medanisns
contributig to the experimental error.

The variation of experimental error over a wide area and over substantial
tine periods should be investigated.

Similar compariscns should be made between model predictions and loss
measurements conducted in other areas with different parameters. Cczparisons
should be made, for example, in an area where cnvergence zone propagation is
evident.

(Reverse side blank)
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Appendix A contains a tabulation of measurement data, model predictioqs and
calculations arranged by sample. The results associated with each buoy arc listed
on separate pagcs. A single line of figures constitutes the data pertaining to
one sar)le space.

Tle significance of the coltnn headings is as follows:

COL .IN

I (1) Tle range between the projector and the sonobuoy for
measurement data. lhc horizontal range hetween source and
receiver for model data.

2,3,4,5 The colim headings are run identification nunbers for the
VASSEL X measurements. Each of the columns contains
propagation loss measurements, in db, for a single projector
;ass.

6 (P/I.) Average propagation loss. The arithmetic average of the

individual measurements in that sample.

7 (i'11)) Pronanation loss predicted by the model for that sample.

s (S-) Variance of measurements in that sample.

9 ('SJ Peviation, in di, between sample mean and model prediction.

10 (S) Sample size (nimiler of measurements in the sample).

]i (T-10) Indicates whether model value was accepted (0) or rejected
(,.) as the true mean of that sample at the 10% level of
signi ficance

12 (T-i) Indicates idether model value was accepted (0) or rejected
(P.) as the true mean of that samnle at the 1% level of
significance.
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APPIENDIX A

BUOY C

S231)1 28D4 29 DI 301D 7 J NiP . 67 ss Tr-lu '1-i
63.3

61.9 65.5 67.6 65.0 73.7 8.5 +8.7 3 R R
73.1 71.8 77.5 74.1 85.3 8.9 +10.8 3 1' f
82.1 78.1 80.0 30.1 85.4 4.0 +5.3 3 ft f,

5 73.5 78.4 77.0 73.0 85.2 1.6 +7.2 3 it Rt
6 78.0 77.7 77.9 77.9 85.1 .7 +7.2 3 R ft
7 83.3 80.7 81.4 81.8 85.0 1.3 +3.2 3 f, 0

3, .6 31.4 78.4 79.8 84.8 2.2 +5.0 3 1t It
9 7S.5 79.9 77.3 78.6 84.7 .9 +6.1 3 ft R

10) 81.2 79.2 78.2 79.5 84.6 2.4 +5.1 3 f R
11 84.9 80.4 83.6 83.0 84.5 5.4 +1.5 3 0 0
12 32.6 S2.4 82.5 84.3 --- +1.8 2 0 0
13 71.3 77.7 78.0 34.2 --- +6.2 2 T f
14 78.6 79.6 78.5 77.4 78.5 S4.1 .8 +5.6 4 t It
15 79.4 32.0 81.5 78.0 80.2 83.9 3.4 +3.7 4 It )
16 81.4 84.0 34.7 78.4 82.6 83.7 8.2 +1.1 4 0 o
17 S8.7 84.7 88.4 17.3 83.6 5.3 -3.7 3 R. 0
18 88.5 84.6 86.5 83.5 -3.6 2 0 0
19 85.7 86.] 85.9 83.4 -2.5 2 0 0
20 86.3 86.1 86.2 83.6 -2.6 2 C 0
21 84.4 87.2 87.4 86.3 83.8 2.8 -2.5 3 0 0
22 79.6 84.8 83.7 82.7 83.9 7.5 -1.2 3 0 0
23 77.1 30.6 80.6 79.4 84.0 4.1 +4.6 3 R 0
24 77.5 78.8 79.9 78.7 84.1 1.4 +5.4 3 ft V
25 79.5 78.3 80.9 79.6 84.2 1.7 +4.6 3 it 0
26 82.4 78.8 82.8 81.3 84.4 4.9 +3.1 3 0 0
27 84.2 82.3 86.3 84.3 84.5 4.0 + .2 3 0 0
28 80.9 85.5 83.6 80.0 82.5 84.6 6.2 +2.1 4 ) 0
29 79.0 82.1 81.3 83.6 81.5 84.8 2.3 +3.3 4 R 0
30 81.1 81.4 87.0 83.2 85.0 11.0 +1.8 3 0 0
31 83.4 82.6 83.5 83.2 35.1 .3 +1.9 3 0 0
32 89.8 85.0 82.8 85.9 85.1 12.8 - .8 3 0 0
33 89.1 93.6 89.7 84.0 89.1 85.9 15.5 -3.2 4 . 0
34 89.2 94.5 92.9 86.3 90.7 86.3 13.6 -4.3 4 t ft
35 89.6 91.1 89.5 90.1 89.7 .9 - .4 3 0 0
36 90.6 89.9 91.3 90.6 86.4 .5 -4.2 3 it 0
37 91.5 91.4 91.5 86.7 --- -4.8 2 R 0
38 95.0 90.5 92.7 86.8 -S.9 2 It 0
39 94.4 89.1 91.7 87.7 -4.0 2 R 0
40 88.4 88.4 88.0 --- - .4 1 0 0
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PPFNI)IX A

BUOY F

1 2811 28D4 291) 301) 6. SS T-10 T-

1 61.4 ---

2 69.1 ---
3 75.9 ---
4 85.0
5 83.5 S6.5 85.0 84.8 --- - .2 2 0 0
6 85.3 80.3 82.8 84.7 --- +1.9 2 0 0
7 97.2 82.0 84.6 84.6 --- 0 2 0 0
8 86.2 86.2 81.6 83.3 84.4 84.4 6.3 0 4 0 0
9 33.8 83.2 86.6 83.5 84.3 84.3 2.5 0 4 0 0

10 82.5 80.7 88.6 85.3 84.3 82.5 11.9 -1.8 4 0 0
11 79.3 82.4 82.6 84.S 82.2 84.1 4.6 +1.9 4 0 0
12 78.2 82.8 78.9 85.1 81.2 83.9 10.7 +2.7 4 0 0
13 89.8 86.3 79.4 85.9 83.1 83.8 12.3 + .7 4 0 0
14 86.7 89.5 81.6 86.9 86.2 83.5 11.0 -2.7 4 0 0
15 91.0 91.8 83.1 87.4 88.3 83.4 15.8 -4.9 4 R R
16 87.1 87.4 84.0 87.5 86.S 83.2 2.6 -3.3 1 R 0
17 86.6 S.2 86.8 86.2 86.9 83.1 .8 -3.8 4 P, O
18 87.4 ,6.8 86.4 87.1 86.9 82.9 .2 -4.0 4 R 0
19 84.0 85.6 kS.2 90.0 86.2 82.9 6.9 -3.3 40R 0
20 79.0 82.6 83.9 83.5 82.2 83.0 5.0 + .8 4 0 0
21 78.3 81.0 81.6 82.8 80.9 83.2 4.0 +2.1 4 0 0
22 79.7 80.2 80.S 85.9 81.6 83.2 . 8.4 +1.6 4 0 0
23 34.0 80.9 85.9 83.6 83.3 6.4X - .3 3 0 0
24 85.7 84.1 85.1 85.0 83.3 .6X -1.7 3 0 0
25 80.9 80.9 83.4 --- +2.5 1 0 0
26 79.1 79.1 83.4 --- +5.7 1 R 0
27 88.9 88.6 88.8 83.4 --- -5.4 2 R 0
28 93.2 89.9 86.2 89.8 83.5 11.6X -6.3 3 R R
29 87.1 96.6 86.2 90.0 83.6 33.2X -6.4 3 R R
30 86.6 98.3 87.2 90.7 83.7 42.5X -7.0 3 R R
31 90.7 96.4 93.2 93.4 84.0 8.2X -8.6 3 R R
32 92.8 91.8 92.1 91.6 84.4 .SX -7.2 3 R R
33 93.2 88.6 91.7 91.8 91.3 84.3 3.8 -7.0 4 R R
34 93.2 92.3 91.1 94.2 92.7 85.4 1.8 -7.3 4 R R
35 91.7 97.1 92.8 96.3 96.0 86.6 10.0 -10.0 4 R R
36 87.7 96.6 93.4 96.1 93.4 87.3 19.1 -6.1 4 R R
37 87.0 91.8 93.7 97.4 92.2 86.5 23.6 -5.7 4 R R
38 86.4 92.8 90.0 97.0 91.6 85.5 18.7 -6.1 4 R R
39 88.0 88.0 94.3 90.1 87.3 13.2X -2.8 3 0 0
40 87.9 89.5 92.8 90.1 88.9 6.3X -1.2 3 0 0
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APPlNDIX A

BUOY B

I 28P1 28D4 291)1 301D6 P/L NJ) S. 2  6 SS T-10 T-1

35
36 91.3 91.3 83.3 --- -8.0 1 R. R.

37 90.3 90.3 SS.3 --- 5.0 1 0 0
38 90.5 92.6 91.6 87.5 --- 4.1 2 it 0
39 94.0 92.4 93.2 89.4 -.. 3.8 2 R 0
40 95.1 92.9 ,.0 89.4 --- 4.6 2 P. 0
41 93.S 94.3 93.8 94.0 89.4 S -4.6 3 R. 0
42 94.2 90.6 96.0 93.7 89.41 7.9 -3.3 3 R 0

43 93.4 89.6 94.3 92.4 89.41 6.3 -3.0 3 0 0
44 90.7 88.5 90.2 89.8 89.3' 1.4 - .5 3 0 0
45 87.6 88.6 89.1 88.4 90.3 .6 +1.9 3 0 0
46 89.9 86.9 38.4 91.5 --- +2.9 2 0 0
47 92.1 85.8 88.9 91.0 --- +2.1 2 0 0
48 94.8 84.9 89.9 89.1 --- - .8 2 0 0
49 95.6 84.4 90.0 89.0 --- -1.0 2 0 0
so 94.7 86.4 90.6 89.0 --- -1.6 2 0
51 95.4 87.2 91.3 89.0 --- -2.3 2 0 0
52 107.4 96.9 88.2 97.S 89.1 92.5 -8.4 3 P, R.
53 90.0 103.9 95.7 96.5 89.2 48.9 -7.3 3 R R
54 90.0 101.7 93.0 94.9 88.6 36.9 -6.3 3 lP, R
55 89.3 99.6 94.5 89.2 --- -5.3 2 0 0
56 87.0 96.8 91.9 89.3 --- -2.6 2 0 0
57 85.4 95.4 90.4 89.4 --- -1.0 2 0 0
58 85.8 95.5 93.1 91.5 89.5 17.0 -2.0 3 0 0
59 87.6 95.7 92.9 92.1 89.4 17.0 -2.7 3 0 0
60 89.6 96.1 93.1 92.9 89.7 10.6 -3.2 3 P 0
61 89.6 98.5 94.7 94.3 91.2 20.0 -3.1 3 R 0
62 90 2 99.9 96.7 88.2 93.8 92.6 30.0 -1.2 4 0 0
63 89.9 100.6 98.6 89:6 94.7 92.5 33.0 -2.2 4 0 0
64 8F'.7 101.8 96.2 90.5 94.3 92.4 35.6 -1.9 4 0 0
65 8E.9 101.0 93.5 90.8 93.6 89.7 28.2 -3.9 4 P. 0
66 89.4 98.4 94.1 91.3 93.3 89.0 15.3 -4.3 4 R R
67 88.6 98.3 98.0 91.6 94.1 89.8 23.1 -4.3 4 R R
68 89.3 98.5 100.5 90.8 94.8 90.2 32.5 -4.6 4 P P
69 101.5 91.3 96.4 92.2 --- -4.2 2 R )
70 95.8 93.2 94.5 95.0 --- + ,5 2 0 0
71 89.8 93.5 90.9 91.4 94.7 3.7 +3.3 3 R 0
72 87.1 92.9 90.6 90.2 90.9 8.6 + .7 3 0 0
73 87.4 93.1 88.7 89.7 91.1 9.0 +1.4 3 0 )
74 88.4 92.4 86.1 89.0 91.1 10.2 +2.1 3 0 )
75 92.1 85.9 89.0 91.7 --- +2.7 2 0 0
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AP1PINDIX A

1IOY G

I. 281)1 281)1 29 30D6 P/L :!I S. 2 SS T-i0 T-]

3',

36
37
38
39 89.0 89. 0 89.3 -0- + .3 1 0 0
40 93.8 93.3 89.4 -0- -4.4 1 0 0
41 93.7 93.6 93.7 89.5 --- -4.2 2 R, 0
,12 94.2 92.8 93.5 89.5 --- 4.0 2 it 0
43 95.2 90.8 92.0 92.7 89.5 5.2 -).2 3 Ip 0
,14 96.1 95.1 88.8 90.3 92.6 89.5 12.8 -3.1 4 p 0
45 95.2 115.5 91.2 90.6 93.1 89.5 5.8 -3.6 4 P, (
46 94.1 97.1 94.8 90.3 94.1 39.6 8.0 -4.5 4 It il
47 92.0 100.2 95.9 90.2 94.4 89.5 19.6 -4.9 4 R It
48 91.3 97.1 98.3 92.6 94.8 89.0 11.6 -5.8 4 P R
49 92.7 97.2 95.3 94.7 95.0 89.5 14.4 -5.5 4 P. P,
50 93.6 98.3 95.7 97.0 96.2 89.4 12.1 -6.8 4 P R
51 94.7 95.8 100.2 96.6 96.8 89.4 5.7 -7.2 4 R R
52 94.1 94.7 101.4 94.7 96.2 89.4 11.6 -6.8 4" i t
53 94.0 95.3 99.3 94.3 95.7 89.4 6.0 -6.3 4 P P,
54 96..S 96.3 98.3 96.4 96.9 89.3 1.S -7.6 4 i t
55 94.1 95.4 98.8 ...1 95.6 89.2 4.9 -6.4 4 ) R
56 92.6 95.3 98.6 93.6 95.0 89.4 7.0 -5.6 4 P I,

57 93.2 98.3 95.7 95.7 89.4 6.3 -6.3 3 It R
58 91.5 99.8 95.5 95.6 89.5 17.2 -6.1 3 1. )
59 90.2 101.6 95..0 95.6 89.7 17.8 -5.9 3 P. P
60 90.4 98.4 92.4 93.7 89.3 17.4 -4.4 3 P 0
61 88.1 92.2 96.8 88.1 91.3 9n.0 17.2 -1.3 4 0 0
62 94.0 97.2 95.6 92.7 --- -2.9 2 0 0
63 98.6 9',.6 92.6 -0- -6.0 1 It 0
64 99.2 88.6 93.9 92.6 --- -1.3 2 0 0
65 99.7 90.4 95.1 92.5 --- -2.6 2 0 0
66 98.9 102.2 96.2 99.1 92.4 9.0 -6.7 3 R It
67 97.4 101.S 96.3 98.4 92.3 7.5 -6.1 3 P I
68 97.4 100.8 96.7 98.3 92.4 4.6 -5.9 3 It it
69 96.8 102.0 99.6 98.2 99.2 92.3 4.9 -6.9 4 P. P,
70 96.5 102.9 100.9 98.2 99.6 92.4 1 8.1 -7.2 4 P, It
71 99.0 101.3 98.9 98.3 99.4 92.0 1.8 -7.4 4 P. It
72 101.4 99.8 97.8 99.8 99.8 91.2 1.9 -8.6 4 P.% R
73 103.S 99.7 99.0 98.1 100.1 91.9 5.7 -8.2 4 Rt it
74 99.2 100.2 99.1 99.5 92.1 .4 -7.4 3 It R
75 101.0 100.3 102.2 101.2 92.1 .9 -9.1 3 It
76 104.0 101.8 99.5 101.8 93.0 10.9 -8.8 3 It R
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.M'P!ZIIX A

IVY A

N. 28r1 2IN 29p1 39P6 P/. ;, S 6 SS T-10 T-1

75 97.7: 102.6 100.2 92.7 -7.5 2 R R
76 97.7 101.9 99.S 92.7 --- 7.11 2 R R
77 97.5 100.3 9S.9 92.7 --- -6.2 2 R 0

93.6 100.6 99.6 92.S ..- 6.8 2 R It
79 j9.9 101.6 1003 92.7 --- -S.1 2 2.
S0 107.4 P992 101.3 102.6 92.3 13.2 -10.3 3 l R
$1 106.0 .9.7 102.9 92.$ --- -10.1 2 R. R
S2 lol.S 102.5 102.1 92.9 --- -9.2 2 R R
33 101.3 101.3 93.3 -0- -3.0 I R 0
4 99.4 99.4 95.4 -0- -4.0 1 0 0

85 97.1 97.1 92.0 -0- -5.1 1 0 0
S6 9.4 104.2 101.3 92.3 --- -9.0 R R
37 99.1 10n.6 99.9 92.3 --- -7.1 2 R
SS 93.6 93.6 92.3 -0- -5.3 1 R a
89 9s.0 9S.0 92.3 -0- -5.2 I 0 0
90 23.?2 95.2 97.7 92.4 --- 5.3 2 R 0
91 99.9 94.8 97.4 92.2 --- -5.2 2 is 0
92 10.3 99.2 95.7 93.4 92.3 5.S -6.1 3 P. R
93 99.1 99.6 96.3 93.3 9-1.7 3.2 -3.6 3 R 0
94 99.2 99.7 97.1 93.7 94.6 2.0 -4.1 3 P. 0
95 9S.4 95.6 I10.6 95.S 97.6 87.3 7. -10.3 4 R R
96 98.0 96.9 101.4 96.7 9S.3 SS.1 4.3 -10.2 4 R R
97 97.9 96.7 101.9 97.3 98.8 37.4 5.3 -11.4 4 !. R
93 94.4 96.3 99.3 99.4 97.5 s9.0 6.7 -$.5 4 It R
99 92.3 95.8 99.9 104.S 93.2 39.9 27.6 -3.3 4 R P.

100 93.3 93.5 99.8 106.6 99.6 90.5 39.0 -9.1 4 P. r,
101 93.1 103.3 100.c 107.3 102.2 0T. 7 12.9 -11.5 4 q
102 100.9 102.1 105.0 104.3 103.3 92.3 3.7 1 4 z
103 103.3 101.5 107.0 105.1 1C4.4 90.3 5 4 P. it
104 109.0 102.7 107.6 102.9 105.6 99.6 9.8 -1S.0 j4 P.
105 11.. 103.0 93.2 102.3 94.6 2S.2 -S.7 3 . R
106 102.7 104.6 95.5 .1-20.9 95.8 23.1 -5.1 3 It 0
107 103.3 103.0 103.3 103.2 9S.7 .1 -4.5 3 R 0
103 101.3 104.0 102.? 93.3 --- -9.4 2 It R
109 100.0 100.0 93.7 -0- -6.3 1 P. C
110 93.9 -0-
1il 105.1 105. 1 996.6 -0- -SS 0
112 104.3 100.1 102.2 !S.7 -8.5 R R113 104.1 105.1 36.5 -0- -7.5 1 j 0



: 2%11 2Sl 1M 29.1 6 . : S.- 6 S T-10 T-1
-:5 IMP 1._ 91.0 -0- j-.9 !

,110.2 1112 91.0 -0- -2.2 1 , R

?7 1-.S , g- !0.4 , 91. -0- -13.4 It R -

1 !3.1 6.1 102.2 . 91.0 . 11.2 .
:910 Io (1 9..5 l611.6 91.0 .. .9.6 It M
Sl 104.7[ 92 .9 92.8 91.0 -7. 2 S I.' R
32 10.2 I03. 1 92.9 -o. 03..29 101.4 91.1 " ,. 1. i

104.3 102. 5 10. -. S 107.3 91.3 7.1 -11.0 3 R !"
.A 07.5 104.2 107.01 iP2.1 j S 23.9 -ii1.4 3 , i t
:5s 95 101.4 111.2 103.7 P1.7 41.3 -12.0 3 1 R.
=6 194.1 102.0 0Z. 5 101.. 102.6 91.9 1.i -10.7 4 i: .
S7 3.7 99.0 97.4 9S.7 93.7 j1.4 j -. 3 Ri 0
ss 1. 97.2 100.3 97.9 93.G- 4.2 -43 3 R II . 97.2 95.S 93. s -.0

9" 95.9i 99-7 91.5 95.2 92.6 11.6 -2.60 0
PI1 1U4.3 99.1 39.S 97.7 93.6 55,6 -4.1 3 I 0
92 107.1 196.0 102.3 1M!.3 93.6 36.3 -S.2 3 1. 1!
93 's0. 10 'S 190.5 93.5 17.3 -70 3 in94 99.0 , . 2 -105.1 .i 93.5 2.9 -5.9 3 1 pt
95 . 93.7 109M) 9. 102.S 103 q3.3 27.6 -b.5 4 k i
0 9.3I !'7.6 . 1 0.5 100.7, 93.4 7.9 -7.3 4 1, R
91 101.5 ,9.! 13.7 105.1 021. 9.3.4 9.3 -S.? 4 R
10399.9 10.4 10.56 93.4 10.6 -0.2 t i
19 104.2 !05.0 104.6 101.7 93.3 .3 -8.7 2 it I

10 97 5. 10. 105.4 103.9 93.0 9.5 --3.-, 3 R i
106i 9 105.6 . 107.0 03., 92.8 .5 -!0.7 3 it It
102 101.4 10.5.4 104. 103.8 93.2 1.5 -10.6, 3 1, it
103 10.1 102.694. 02.5 93.2 -.- -9.3 2 R it
104 97.S 1 102.0 01.7 J3.0 --- -. 7 2 It R,
105 97.3 106.4 104.9 93.0 1.1- -. 9 2 It R
106 9. 1.3 02.6 97.5 99.5 92.6 7.5 -6.7 3 R it
107 100.7 101.7 92.18 95. 92.7 25.2 -. 6 3 I, !t

lo 9. 12 4.22 99.3 92.9 20.1i -6.4 P% I
M0 99.4 103 102.0 302.2 93.4 8.7 -9.2 3 it R
110 99.1 10S.0 10,7.2 105,X 104.1 93.0 12.1 -11.1 4 It It
1!1 102.6 104.3 107.4 102.S 104.3 92.6 5.0 -11.7 4 R It
112 A0. 10 0 lO.0 100.2 1.4 92.9 12.2 -25 4 . it

13 105.8 97.4 101.6 92.9 --- -8.7 2 it R
114 149.5 195.2 95.0 103.2 93.0 55.9 -10.2 3 I,r . 1 , P115 105.0 102.1 94.0 100.4 95.3 32.6 -4.9 3 1I 0

(REVERSE SIDE BUNK)
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